If t hey t ry it , we'll find it .

M ANAGED DETECTION & RESPONSE
MANAGED ENDPOINT SECURITY SOLUTIONS, SUPPORTED 24X7 BY OUR GLOBAL NETWORK OF PARTNERS
Infocyte's Managed Detection and Response (MDR) solution
combines technology and resources to protect businesses from
sophisticated cyber threats. Infocyte leverages advanced threat
detection, in-memory forensics, breach response, and
on-demand support? 24x7.

INFOCYTE MDR SOLUTIONS

Infocyte?s MDR solution includes access to security researchers,
malware analysts, and support engineers available to help you
monitor your IT environments, analyze threats and
vulnerabilities, and respond to security incidents at scale.
Infocyte?s MDR solutions are supported by our global network of
certified assessment, incident response, and manage security
service provider (MSSP) partners like PwC, Check Point Software,
Grant Thornton UK, and more.

24x7 Managed EDR
Incident Not ificat ions
Malware Analysis
Incident Response
Post -incident Cert ificat ion

INFOCYTE MDR = 24X7 PIECE OF MIND
Increasingly complex and distributed IT environments, talent scarcity, and other factors make
securing your network difficult. Infocyte's MDR solution defends your network against
advanced cyber threats ? 24x7. Infocyte's MDR solution includes everything you need:
-

Guided Setup and Deployment (avg. 1-3 days)
24x7 Alerting and Support from Certified Partners
Incident Response Assistance and Remediation
Custom Reporting, Dashboards, and Platform Extensions

Infocyte helps you expose and eliminate hidden cyber risks in your environment, track
improvement over time, and reduce your mean time to detect (MTTD) and respond (MTTD) to
within minutes.

BENEFITS W ITH INFOCYTE MDR:
-

Comprehensive, cost-effective managed security services, supported by a global
network of certified partners
Accelerated ROI with flexible pricing plans, ease-of-use, and reduced dwell
time--reducing breach damage and costs
Minimized compute cycles and lower usage costs with agentless, API-driven technology
and off-network analysis
Better visibility into complex IT environments, including cloud assets
On-demand security incident response as threats are exposed

BENEFITS W ITH INFOCYTE MDR:
Infocyte's managed security solutions help mid-market organizations reduce cyber risk, expose and
eliminate hidden threats and vulnerabilities, and maintain compliance. With agentless scanning,
Infocyte can inspect your environment to discover assets, prioritize security alerts, isolate patient
zero, and streamline IR ? within minutes of deployment. Additionally, Infocyte can be configured for
automatic remediation.
EXPERT, W ORLD CLASS, 24X7 SOC SUPPORT
Infocyte's MDR solution provides 24x7 access to our SOC via support tickets, email, phone, and chat.
Our team of security experts work together to detect, analyze, respond to, report on, and prevent
cybersecurity incidents ? so you don't have to.
Infocyte's SOC is supported by our network of resellers, MSPs, MSSPs, and technology partners who
provide world-class managed threat and vulnerability detection and incident response services,
support, integrations, and more.
AUTOMATED FORENSIC INVESTIGATION
Infocyte MDR providers leverage our patent-pending, live-memory forensics technique that enables
security teams to detect, investigate, and respond to breaches up to 10x faster than traditional
log-based, detection methods. Infocyte is also the only platform that combines continuous monitoring
with live and historical primary forensics data.
QUICK, CONCLUSIVE THREAT ASSESSMENTS
Threat and Compromise Assessments with Infocyte are easy. Quickly and continuously validate
security controls and know if your network is breached. Detect and respond to known and unknown
malware and APTs ? active or dormant ? hiding in your IT environment.
Infocyte provides detailed post-assessment reports to streamline remediation, incident response, and
recovery. Assessments conducted with Infocyte are faster, more comprehensive, more effective, and
less invasive than traditional methods.
ON-DEMAND INCIDENT RESPONSE
Infocyte MDR solutions include a comprehensive set of security services: Incident Notification,
Managed Detection, Malware Analysis/Reverse Engineering, Malware Analysis, Incident Response,
and Post-incident Certification ? to confirm your environment is secure.
PHONE: 844.463.6298

ABOUT INFOCYTE

EMAIL: sales@infocyt e.com

Founded by the leaders of the United States Air Force Cyber Incident Response Team (AFCIRT), Infocyte is the
globally trusted leader in proactive threat detection and incident response. The world?s leading security and incident
response companies use Infocyte?s platform to proactively detect and respond to vulnerabilities and threats within
their customers?endpoints, data centers, and cloud environments. Infocyte?s team and partner ecosystem help
organizations maintain compliance, stop ransomware and account takeover, reduce risk, optimize security
operations, and scale security teams. Infocyte is the faster, simpler, smarter way to detect and orchestrate response
to sophisticated threats. Learn more at infocyte.com or follow us on Twitter @InfocyteInc.
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